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1 . Pressurised Thermal Shock (PTS)

The International Atomic Energy Agency Data Base has been described pre-
viously [1][2] at this meeting. It is is the purpose of this paper to briefly
describe PTS and to draw attention to the relevance of the International data
base in the area of irradiation effects.

PTS, in a Pressurised Water Reactor Pressure Vessel [3], is a strain which
derives from an overcooling transient happening at the same time as/or fol-
lowed by, re-pressurization. Rapid cooling of the vessels surface results in a
tensile stress at the inside surface, the magnitude of this strerss being
dependant on the temperature gradient as a function opf time. The often
quoted example is the incident which triggers the safety injection system
while coincidentally a significant pressure is still being maintained or re-
established in the system. Other transients can be initiated by instrument
and control system malfunctions which can include stuck open valves in pri-
mary or secondary systems and postulated accidents such as the 'small
break loss of coolant accidents', 'main steam line breaks' and 'feed water
line breaks'.

PTS as evaluated in the US and in those countries which follow the US
approach will be described elsewhere in this Specialist Meeting

The risk to the vessel in terms of the impact of pressurised shock on its
integrity is assessed in two ways:

a) Deterministic-i/s/V?<7 combinations of defect sizes and tran-
sients and applying minimum safety factors.

b) Probabilistic-L/s/np distributions of flaw density, flaw size
RTtfQj etc. and calculating the conditional

probability of failure from a given transient.
The product of this probability of failure and
the probability of occurrence of the transient
for all PTS transients leads to a global proba

bility of failure from PTS. In the US this failure
probability must remain below a certain limit.
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If the probability and location of the occurrence of a critical defect is low
and if the fracture toughness of the pressure vessel is sufficiently high then
its integrity is not challenged by the coincidence of the transients. However,
the selection of assumptions for a PTS integrity analysis is not specified in
the rules but do usually require to be justified.

It follows that the generic behaviour of NPP of a particular type can be
described and in the US approach to the PTS rule a 'screening criterion'
can be evaluated in terms of the degradation in the mechanical property of
the pressure vessel caused by irradiation.
The RTPTS is defined as:

RTpjs = I + ARTpjs + M

where I is the unirradiated or initial reference temperature ( RTjyjpj)
ARTpj5 is the increase in RTpj5 caused by irradiation

M is the margin to allow for uncertainties in the initial properties,
copper and nickel content, fluence.

It follows that, for this US PTS case, because it uses the predictions of the
Reg.Guide 1.99 Rev 2 that the higher the copper, nickel and neutron flu-
ence then the higher the shift in

The magnitude of the margin, M, is is dependent on whether the pressure
vessel material is weld or base material. It is also dependent on whether
the the unirradiated reference temperature value is derived from test results
or from generic data. The increase in RTp js could be derived fron surveil-
lance data or from Reg. Guide predictions.

In the US (and only in the US) the a screening criterion is defined from a
generic probabilistic analysis which specifies limit values of RTNDT below
which no specific analysis is necessary.

Importantly, the flaw density function, flaw depth density function, fracture
toughness curves and analytical techniques used have to be justified.
Cladding must be taken into account in the thermal and stress analysis.

2. Approach to PTS and irradiation effects internationally

Gerard [4] has surveyed the national regulatory requirements and, in rela-
tion to this paper, PTS. Except for those countries which follow US practice,
like Belgium and Spain, the approach is different in the methodology
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reflects the national Regulatory and engineering approaches ranging from
those countries which have no prescriptive regulatory requirements to
those where a more sophisticated approach is adopted.

In the consideration of irradiation effects we have already seen that in the
generic case the Regulary Guide 1.99 Rev 2 is used to predict the degra-
dation of mechanical properties during neutron irradiation. This version
relies on the copper and nickel concentration. Other countries use different
trend equations to predict irradiation degradation [5]. For steels made and
used in other countries different deleterious elements are identified in the
trend equations. For example, in France and Japan phosphorus is included
in the trend equation. In Russia, for example, phosphorus is a dominant
embrittling agent. Prediction of irradiation therefore becomes unique to a
particular national data base and the derived trend curve. Differences with
other trend curve data bases may reflect:

i) data scatter
ii) differences in irradiation temperature
iii) differences in composition and irradiation behaviour
iv) inadequacy of the national data base

In a comparison of Eastern and Western steels [6] it was concluded that
using national-but different trend curve equation predictions, that the steels
of known 'chemistry factor' exhibiting highest irradiation sensitivity showed
similar behaviour (see Figure 1). The essential difference in irradiation
response was the End Of Life neutron fluence which was higher for the
WWER steels. Conversely, at lower concentrations of deleterious elements,
the irradiation sensitivity was reduced. This illustrates that there are differ-
ences which may or may not be significant in national PTS evaluations.
Conversely, a generic approach can be adopted and the input parameters
(including of course national data and assessments on transients and NDE
as well as the irradiation effects) derived in a country with large numbers of
NPPs. However a plant specific analysis would have to be conducted in
those countries where there is little generic or reliable data.

3. The IAEA data base.

The International database on Reactor Pressure Vessel Materials
Development has been described in other papers at this meeting [1] [2].
Part of the data base activity is to do with irradiation effects and that data-
base is being set-up at this time.

It was appreciated at an earlier stage that the creation of this data base as
well as the analysis of the data collected will help substantially:
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• generating utilities in a more sophisticated, supportive

• analyses of surveillance data or in the provision of generic
data-for RPV integrity, and operational lifetime assessment
for plant operational life assurance .

• design authorities in the provision of data of materials behav-
iour during operation and for early consideration design or
mitigating features to extend the designed operational life
time.

• safety authorities, in some countries, to prepare information
in order to assess safety margins as well as an aid in licens-
ing processes and safety report analyses.

• 'researchers' in assisting the understanding of damage
mechanisms producing degradation in mechanical proper-
ties.

It can therefore be seen most readily that the operation of this aspect (irradi-
ationm behaviour of RPV steels) of the IAEA IRPVM-DB database will sup-
port its participating organizations in a most fundamental way. It can add to
the treatment of national data which can then allow enhancement in the
assessment of PVintegrity for PTS and other operational conditions, opera-
tional life assessment of a 'big ticket' item of plant with regard to operational
plant life assurance and assist in the understanding of degradation mecha-
nisms in PV steels.
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Figure 1. Shift in the transition temperature versus neutron fluence (E>1MeV) to the End of Life for an appropriate range of
'chemistry factors', from Russia and the US, encompassing the compositions of 'real' Eastern and Western steels. Note that
the Western curves are truncated at a fluence of - 4 x 1023 n/crrv2 which is the limit of the US data base underpinning the
USNRC Reg Guide 1.99 Rev 2.


